


he pictorial qualities in orchestral music by Rimsky-Korsakov (1844-
1908) are so vivid that it comes as no shock to recall that much of it was

written in conjunction with his many operas. In the Tale of Tsar Saltan
(1890), based on one ofthe fantasticstories ofPushkin, the hero is shown byaswan
how to turn into a bumble bee so as to fly away. This accomplished, Rimsky
launched the Flight of the Bumblebee, an entr'acte that became a famous

orchestral showpiece. This arrangement was intended to feature the entire
clarinet section, but the articulation in the solo presentation raises the melody to
a new level of vinuosiry.

Paul Jeanjean (1874-1928), soloist with the professional band ofthe French
Garde Rdpublicaine and with the orchestra at Monte Carlo, was the composer of
ineluctable dtudes for cringing clarinetists. More entertaining, however, are his

Brilliantes variations sur le Carnaval de Venise, a tune identified by Paganini
in his 1829 variation set as a Neapolitan street song with the title O mlrnma,
mammA cdre.

The soloist's part in the Introduction, Theme and Variations greatly re-

sembles the coloratura arias Rossini composed for irritable tenors and mezzo-

sopranos to sing in his numerous comic and serious operas. The clarinet here

reminds us ofthe essentiallyvocal origin ofthe lavish cadenzas, arpeggios and turns
that grace such simple melodies as this.

The "other" Franz Schubert ( I 808 -l 878) was the violinist-son-of-a-bassist in
Dresden, where, except for a period of Parisian study, he spent his entire
professional life. Schubert's compositions are now unknown except for the ninth
of his twelve Bagatelles originally for violin and piano, &tbbed Die Biene,TheBee
(in French L'Abeille) for obvious musical reasons. Circular breathing kept the
little creature from resting at any point during this performance.



The late Louis Cahuzac had a marvelous career as a clarinet soloist; composi-
tions by luminaries such as Milhaud, Honegger and Hindemith were written with
his artistry in mind. In his Variations sur un air du Pays d'Oc, the sturdy theme,

though suggested at the outset, is stated by the ensemble only after a spectacular

cadenza for the solo instrument. The "air" in question is a traditional song from
"the land of oc"- an old term for a wide area in southern France in which the
language difhrences required they reply oc rurher than oui.

Jeanjean again ,inhis "Variations acrobatiques et syntphoniques"otAtClaire de
Lune, dated 1900 - for once we have a work that was actually composed for
clarinet and wind band. fu much a study in modern harmonizing as in fancy
clarinetting, its theme is never stated baldly. Though hinted at during the second

part of Mr. Spring's initial cadenza, it first fully appears embedded in the initial
(and unaccompanied) variation. The solemn introduction suggests that its
composer approached this cheerful little folktune with tongue in cheek (when not
actually playing, of course,)

Niccold Paganini's Moto Perpetuo was composed in 1830 for violin and

orchestra. Clarinettists again will note the absence ofthe usual legato articulation.
It happened that during the actual recording, the motion was in danger of
becoming less than perpetual when Mr. Spring cut his tongue, thus giving new
meaning to the phrase "liquid tone"!

Luigi Bassi's Concert Fantasia on "Rigoletto" stands at the center of two
musical traditions. Original compositions based on melodies from another work
were staples in concert repertories over the last 1 50 years, including not only the
fantasias of Liszt and other masters but also the more modestly concocted
"medleys" that wafted through the humidiry at so many a Sunday afternoon band
concert in the town parks ofyore.
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* ROBERT SPRING *
is acclaimed worldwide as a fore-
most contemporary clarinetist. His
performances demonstrate techni-
cal mastery far beyond the usual

limits of the clarinet, yet he has

been describ edas one ofthe country's

most sensitiue and talented clarinet-
ists (Arizona Republic). Dr. Spring
has published numerous articles on
multiple tonguing and other tech-

niques and has appeared as a faculty
artist at the symposiums of the

International Clarinet Society.

Currently, he is Professor of Clari-
net at Arizona State University.
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